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To bring guests is a privilege of membership at PRGC. PRGC members are welcome and enthusiastically encouraged to
bring guests to the club to introduce new shooters to the shooting sports and to the club.
There will be no “guest fee” for guests supervised by their PRGC‐member host in a members‐only setting.
Since PRGC incurs an expense to operate the public range, non‐members shooting at the public range during public
hours will be considered public shooters rather than guests and pay the public fee. Non‐members shooting a formal per‐
fee event (such as a match) will pay the appropriate non‐member fee for that event (if any).
The PRGC‐member host is the supervisor of his guests and range master over their shooting during their visit.

A PRGC member may bring as many guests as they can safely supervise and not interfere with the other
members or safe club operation. A member and guest can shoot at the same time, if two guests are shooting
at the same time the member may not shoot but will be supervising the guests to insure compliance with
range rules and firearm safety rules. No more than 2 guests can shoot at the same time. Deviations to this
rule may be authorized by Division Directors, PRGC board members or Facilities manager.
PRGC members may not abuse this privilege by neglecting to supervise their guests or charging and pocketing a private
range fee or operating for‐fee training/shooting, or multiple adults sharing the cost of one “membership” to avoid each
adult having to buy a full membership, or other manners of abuse.
Where the conduct of a guest or his PRGC‐member host creates a safety risk or un‐necessarily degrades the shooting
experience for others at PRGC, that guest privilege may be rescinded.
Shoot chairman and division directors may offer complementary match entry or “shoot for free” passes to their events
at their discretion and are encourage to do so in order to promote the club and the shooting sports. Club officers and
RO’s may also offer free passes or discounts to the public range in order to promote the club and the shooting sports.

